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Abstract. This paper presents the requirements elicitation phase for the
WYRED platform. WYRED (netWorked Youth Research for Empowerment in
the Digital society) is a European H2020 Project that aims to provide a
framework for research in which children and young people can express and
explore their perspectives and interests in relation to digital society, but also a
platform from which they can communicate their perspectives to other stake-
holders effectively through innovative engagement processes. The requirement
elicitation is a basic step to design the interactive mechanism to build up the
needed social dialog among the involved stakeholders. In order to set up the
right interactive tasks, not only functional requirements are elicited, the
non-functional requirements play a key role in this project, specially regarding
to ensure the security and privacy of the underage people that will be presented
in the development of this project.
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1 Introduction

WYRED (netWorked Youth Research for Empowerment in the Digital society) [1, 2]
is a European H2020 Project that aims to provide a framework for research in which
children and young people can express and explore their perspectives and interests in
relation to digital society, but also a platform from which they can communicate their
perspectives to other stakeholders effectively through innovative engagement pro-
cesses. It will do this by implementing a generative research cycle involving net-
working, dialogue, participatory research and interpretation phases centered around and
driven by children and young people, out of which a diverse range of outputs, critical
perspectives and other insights will emerge to inform policy and decision-making in
relation to children and young people’s needs in relation to digital society.

WYRED aims to give young people a voice, and a space to explore their concerns
and interests in relation to digital society and share their perspectives and insights to
stakeholders with other strata of society.
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To do that, WYRED should engage youngers in a process of social dialogue based
on participatory research projects that allow them to surface and explore their concerns
in ways defined by them. These projects may explore the issues chosen for investi-
gation through a variety of approaches, including:

• Research projects where a social issue is addressed and solutions explored and
discussed, surfacing attitudes and understandings through reflection in the process.

• Creative projects involving among others video, theatre, web publishing, comics,
music, art, events of different kinds, that express attitudes and understanding though
these media.

• Journalistic approaches, observing, documenting, recording and commenting on
social phenomena, either online or off, producing documentary outputs in different
media.

• Action research and ethnographic projects in which the participants explore their
own perceptions as they play in their day-to-day lives, for example though journals
or video blogging.

• Solidarity projects, where a specific problem is identified, and practical solutions
implemented, where the output is a narrative of the process and the problems faced
in solving them.

The central element in common to all the WYRED approach is that they will be
driven by the young themselves. The projects will be self-directed, though supported
by the WYRED project consortium; the research and youth partners have extensive
experience in facilitating this range of different processes. The work will therefore
generate a wide range of artefacts, and insights and recommendations grounded firmly
in the concerns of the young themselves.

From a technological point of view, in order to fulfil WYRED goals successfully, a
support platform should be developed that allows an easy interaction process among
the involved stakeholders; high-level engagement conditions; a secure environment in
which all the participants feel comfortable enough with the privacy issues, but with a
special attention to the underage ones; and a suitable dashboard for data analytics. The
development approach will be based on the ecosystem metaphor [3–9] in which one the
users are an essential component of the resulting ecology [10, 11].

To define the technological platform, putting a special care in the requirements
elicitation process is fully indispensable, for both obtaining the basic functional ser-
vices, and, more important, gathering the non-functional requirements to allow the
needed user experience and privacy conditions.

This paper summarizes the first iteration of this process under an Open Unified
Process framework [12].

The rest of the papers is organized as follows. Section 2 includes the basic
WYRED project information data-sheet; Sect. 3 introduces the technological back-
ground for WYRED project to understand better some defined non-functional
requirements; Sect. 4 presents the most outstanding elicited requirements; Finally,
Sect. 5 closes the paper with the most significant remarks.
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2 WYRED Project Information Data-Sheet

WYRED (netWorked Youth Research for Empowerment in the Digital society) is a
European Project (Ref. 727066.) funded by the Horizon 2020 Programme in its
“Europe in a changing world – inclusive, innovative and reflective Societies (HOR-
IZON 2020: REV-INEQUAL-10-2016: Multi-stakeholder platform for enhancing
youth digital opportunities)” Call.

The project is coordinated by GRIAL research group [13] of the University of
Salamanca (Spain), starting at November 2016 and ending at October 2019. The
consortium is completed with the following partners:

• Oxfam Italia Onlus (Italy).
• PYE Global (United Kingdom).
• Asis Ogretim Kurumlari A.S. (Turkey).
• Early Years - The organization for young children LBG (United Kingdom).
• Youth for exchange and understanding international AISBL (Belgium).
• Zauchner - Studnicka Sabine (MOVES) (Austria).
• Boundaries Observatory CIC (United Kingdom).
• Tel Aviv University (Israel).

The total projects budget is 993,662.50€.

3 WYRED Platform Technological Base

WYRED platform will be based on a well-established technological ecosystem [14–17]
that supports the interaction platform, taking into account that users are a component
more in this ecosystem. This ecosystem must guarantee three main features in the
project lifecycle: interaction facilitator, security and privacy supporter, and data anal-
ysis platform.

3.1 Interaction Facilitator

Most of the discussions will be done inside the platform. Given the importance of
mobile online spaces [18–22], especially among children and young people, it is
considered vital that the platform exist as a web-based platform and a mobile app with
extensive integration with the social media in which the target groups are active. It will
contain profiling functionalities, interaction spaces that facilitate and promote exchange
of messages, videos and other artefacts in different formats, a repository for the arte-
facts generated in the research process, and a range of analytics instruments for the
processing of the dialogue that takes place between WYRED participants.
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3.2 Security and Privacy Supporter

The WYRED platform represents a safe space in which children and experts will be
able to express their views and reflections on the influence of technology in their lives.
As technology affects transversally all social areas and involves people of different
nationalities and beliefs, the platform must make a double effort to preserve the space in
which they will express personal opinions and monitor that will not be any type of
abusive situation/cyber bullying among participants.

3.3 Data Analysis Platform

The social dialogue and participatory research activities in the project will generate
heterogeneous data including transcripts, analysis, hypotheses, artefacts, workflows,
narratives, quantitative and qualitative data related to perceptions and understandings
around social change. The storage of this data will be based upon recent developments
in Open Source grid-based Citizen Science platforms [23, 24] like MyExperiment
(http://myexperiment.org) and open data formats including the Research Object stan-
dard (http://www.researchobject.org) and Linked Data (http://linkeddata.org). WYRED
will exploit these and other standards and tools to provide flexibility in the ways the
data can be managed, organized and made available in different formats and contexts.
WYRED will actively engage a wide range of stakeholders by making the project
platform a space where all can access the data and artefacts generated, explore and
interpret them. The process of interpretation which will be managed by the consortium
but open to all is expected to generate elements for potential new models and strategies
for transitioning towards these models. These will permit automatic processing and
analysis of the raw data from conversations and its visualization so that the user can
interact with the visualizations in order to extract new knowledge or select data to be
qualitatively analyzed [25–28] (as in the Keim cycle [29, 30] or VeLA model [31]).
These visualizations will include word-cloud- based visualizations and social graph
based visualizations [32].

4 WYRED Platform Requirements

The requirements elicitation is an indispensable task in order to define, design and
implement the WYRED technological ecosystem as a highly interactive system. Three
different kind of requirements are gathered and documented: information requirements,
functional requirements and non-functional requirements [33].

Next subsections try to summarize the most important requirements of the WYRED
platform, the full requirements catalog is available at [34].
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4.1 Information Requirements

This category represents all the requirements about the information that the WYRED
platform is going to manage. There is very important to set these requirements in order
to know the data that is going to be managed in the proposed ecosystem.

4.1.1 Users’ Visible Information
In WYRED one of the most important thing is to maximize the users’ privacy. We are
going to split the user’s information between public and private in the platform.

The project partners answered a questionnaire about which should be the minimum
required data to develop a right social dialogue. The selected data fields are: a nick-
name (no real names will be used in the interactive processes); the language; an avatar
image, a localization (partners will have to agree which one: country, city, region, etc.);
and a list of topics of interest.

4.1.2 Users’ Private Information
The platform also has to manage more information about its users due to this can help
us to extract patterns and get conclusions. However, this information will be private
and nobody will see the private information of a specific user. Therefore, it will be
treated anonymously in order to respect the users’ privacy.

The information that we keep private is: the name; the surname; the country; the
city; the sex; the age (birth date); the education level; and the email.

4.1.3 Platform Information
Data about the platform itself is needed to be managed. Two types of data will be
distinguished:

• Documents shared in the platform, which can be editable, such as text documents,
images, audios and videos.

• Usage statistics, where we can find information about how the users interact with
WYRED system and data regarding the platform evolution.

The main problem to manage documents is that there are many formats that the
platform has to support and they use many resources. For this reason, keeping them in a
dedicate server to improve the platform performance has been decided.

The statistics save data about the number of publications for each user, her time in
the platform, how many pages she has visited, in how many projects she is involved, etc.

4.2 Functional Requirements

This kind of requirements is related to the functions that the system has to support.
A first questionnaire about services and functionality of the platform was sent to the
project partners. This questionnaire allowed us to have a first approach to the core
functionality of the platform, but we know more functional requirements will be
included when other information requesting tasks will be performed such as stake-
holders’ questionnaires and a Delphi process.
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4.2.1 Content Moderation
One of the aspect related to the privacy is how to keep the users’ information private
and avoid arguments in the platform. The solution that we have planned is to use an
automatic system that checks all messages looking for a list of alert words. Although
the intelligent system can find messages with marked words, these should be checked
manually, for this reason we are going to develop a group of moderation tools for
editing, deleting, moving, etc. messages. Moreover, we will put an option where the
users can inform a moderator that there is a message that should be analyze.

4.2.2 Social Dialogue
The WYRED objective is that the youth people can interact themselves and speak
things that are important for them, in some cases, they also can offer solutions for their
own problems. For this reason, we have to allow that a user can register in WYRED.
However, WYRED is not a chat but a platform where there should exist a structured
social dialogue, so we are going to develop something like forum topics. This system
helps the users answer questions and create discussion threads with their comments.

With the objective of having a good response, first of all, the users will fill a form
where they can say in which things they are interested in. Therefore, a researcher or a
user will create a project, this will be hidden for all that are not invited to participate;
for achieving this, the creator will select what kind of users are going to be invited
using the public user’s information.

4.2.3 Engagement
One of the key elements to attracting young people is working on functionalities that
improve the users’ engagement. This helps to improve a lot of metrics such as page
views, used time and social sharing.

The first requirement, which we have defined with this aim, is a translation system
due to there are users from different countries that speak different languages. We have
also thought that it would be interesting to use a gamification system to increase the
users’ engagement, due to it is one of the most common technique used right now. For
improving the usability, we have planned to design custom styles for each age group,
because of teenagers do not want to use a childish platform. We have also kept in mind
that if a user likes our platform, she would like to share it with her friends, for this
reason, we will develop an easy tool for social sharing.

4.2.4 Documents
In the social dialogue process, the researchers need to work with many kind of doc-
uments, such as text, audio, images and video. These documents are a relevant part in
the WYRED project, so we have planned to develop tools for showing and sharing
them. The researchers also suggested that they need an online editor and an easy way
for adding annotation in audio and video files.

4.2.5 Research Area
The researchers are also an important part of the WYRED project, for this reason, they
are going to have a private area. In this one, they will be able to monitor their own
social dialogues, share information with other researchers and analyze their data.
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In order to improve the data analysis process, we are going to develop visualization
tools and a pattern matching system. The visualization tools will help the researchers to
discover knowledge using charts, trees and other representations. The pattern matching
system will use techniques such as datamining or natural language processing, in order
to give to the researchers some patterns about the stored data.

4.3 Non-functional Requirements

These are very important for the effective use of a software system but also for the user
experience. Besides, WYRED has to involve underage people, this means security and
privacy requirements will be very important and significant for the success of the
project goals.

So, these requirements group the restrictions and constraints related to the technical
decisions and security issues.

The same as for the other requirements, a specific questionnaire was developed to
inquiry the project partners.

4.3.1 Platform Design
When we planned how to design a platform for youth people, we checked that they use
more their mobiles than other classic devices such as laptops or desktops. For this
reason, we decided to use a responsive design that can work well in all kinds of
devices. However, creating a platform where our users are going to use mainly mobiles
has other problem, the performance. Usually mobiles have wireless connections and,
depending on the country, they can be a bit slow, so we add a requirement about the
platform performance.

We also would like to develop a mobile application for the more common mobile
systems (Android and iOS), in order to get a better response from the user. However,
this requirement is more a wish than an urgent necessity and for this reason, it will have
a minor priority.

4.3.2 Platform Technologies
One of the objectives of WYRED is to develop a platform without spending money in
non-relevant functions. Due to this, we have planned to use Linux servers and free
technologies. Linux servers are cheaper than Windows servers and offer a solid base to
develop a complete web platform, in the same way, there are free technologies/software
such as PHP or MySQL that are widely used in web development and we can use them
without a specific cost.

4.3.3 Security and Privacy Issues
Security and privacy are very important aspect to be tackled in an interactive platform
with users from different profiles, nationalities, cultural backgrounds and so on, if we
want to ensure the creation of a significant social dialogue. This is more relevant in
WYRED ecosystem due to the most of the involved users are underage people.

These non-functional requirements have been presented in the definition of the
information constraints and the functional requirements. Hidden data, restricted
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participation in the projects and activities, using of avatars instead of real personal
information are some examples of what these requirements mean for the WYRED
ecosystem.

Moreover, in order to ensure the privacy and keep the all the sensible content of the
platform hidden for non-authorized and public users, all the content will not be
indexed.

5 Conclusions

WYRED project has a very interesting challenge in order to aim its objectives
regarding young people engagement into an interactive and creative process to know
their opinion, expressed with their own voices, about the technological world they live
including their relationships, experiences, believes and thoughts.

To do that, in an international and intercultural context, the technological ecosys-
tem is an essential element. Without this platform, the project is non-viable, also with a
wrong design of the interactive processes.

For this reason, one of the firsts tasks to be performed in this project has been the
requirements elicitation process. It has been done in an iterative and incremental way,
requesting information to every project partner regarding three areas: the data we need
to manage, the services we have to offer and the non-functional aspects that cover the
more technical issues of the system and, more in a more important way, the security
and the privacy issues.

The requirement elicitation is not an easy task, especially if your stakeholders are
geographically dispersed by seven countries, they have very different interests and
cultural background and the most are not in habit to be involved in software require-
ments definition processes.

In order to manage these difficulties different elicitation techniques have been used,
mainly based on online questionnaires, but this gathering method has been comple-
mented with forum-based discussions and videoconference sessions.

Finally, a first version of the WYRED requirement document is available with
enough information to start the ecosystem development and deployment. We know,
especially with regard to the system functionality, these requirements will evolve and
grow, but the basis to the interaction design is yet defined.
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